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Glossary

AI Artificial Intelligence. The capability of a computer sys-
tem to demonstrate a behavior similar to human intelligence
processes, such as learning, reasoning, problem-solving, and
self-correction. Often used in healthcare, finances, self-
driving cars, image recognition tasks, and gaming.

API Application Programming Interface. Set of functions and
commands which can be used to provide compatibility and
enable communication between different software systems
and their components. Serves as abstraction layer by hid-
ing the underlying implementation and only specifying the
means to access and use it.

AR Augmented Reality. A direct (optical pass-through) or in-
direct (video pass-through) view of the real world with
computer-generated content incorporated into it to enhance
user’s perception abilities and provide information support
in spatially correct manner. Extends the real world, but
does not replace it.

AV Augmented Virtuality. An interactive merging of the
computer-generated virtual world with real-world objects
through real-time video streaming or 3D reconstruction.
Physical objects, persons, and real-world sensor’s data can
control and behave as a part of the virtual world.

CAD Computer-Aided Design. Use of computer systems to facil-
itate design and creation process. Application varies from
precision 2D drawings and technical illustrations to 3D mod-
els for design, manufacturing, gaming, interactive simula-
tion, and media content creation.

CES Consumer Electronics Show. An annual international event
used for showcasing consumer electronics in various cate-
gories, hosting new product presentations and demonstra-
tions of emerging technologies.
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CV Computer Vision. An interdisciplinary field that deals with
the usage of digital imagery by computers to gain an under-
standing of the environment and its conditions, which can
be used later in detection, classification, and tracking tasks.

DL Deep Learning. As a part of Artificial Intelligence research
area, Deep Learning is focusing on building a hierarchy of
concepts from large datasets and using it to operate in com-
plex real-world environments. It employs deep neural net-
works to deal with a particular kind of problems, which are
intuitively solved by humans on a daily basis but can not
be described formally (image recognition, classification, and
natural language processing).

End effector The end effector is the last link, or palm, of the robotic arm,
to which fingers or other tools are attached. The fingers
form a gripper mechanism, which is used to interact with
the environment.

Focus breathing An unintended shift in the focal length of the camera lens
during focus distance change. In the case of photogrammet-
ric capture, focus breathing changes magnification levels be-
tween consecutive shots, causing errors during the camera
position estimation process.

FOV Field of View. Observable area of the virtual world (or area
in which virtual objects on top of the real world are vis-
ible), which is available to the user at all times. Usually
measured in degrees and contains a horizontal, vertical, and
diagonal component. In head-mounted devices field of view
is usually limited by the optical properties of the display
system, chosen technology, type of display (video or optical
pass-through), and the facial features of the user.

Foveated rendering Emerging virtual reality rendering technique, which in com-
bination with eye tracking can significantly reduce comput-
ing load by lowering rendering quality and resolution for
display areas, associated with the peripheral vision.
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GUI Graphical User Interface. A specific version of the user inter-
face, which enables interaction with the computers or other
electronic devices through visual representations, such as
windows, buttons, and icons. In virtual reality, GUI ele-
ments exist in 3D space and often used to imitate real-world
objects in form and function.

HMD Head-mounted Display. An electronic device which can be
worn on a head by itself or as part of the helmet. Can
contain single screen or a pair of screens, and can be used
to display an immersive virtual world or overlay information
on top of the real world.

IK Inverse Kinematics. Mathematical process of reconstructing
movements of the system with multiple degrees of freedom
by using external observations from single or multiple target
points. Widely used in animation recording for games or
cinema, scientific simulation, and real-time avatar animation
in virtual reality applications.

Image hands Software feature from older versions of the Leap Motion
SDK, in which real-time images of the user’s hands, recorded
by the Leap Motion cameras, were overlaid on top of the real
or virtual world view. Using images instead of animating 3D
models proved to be more immersive and increased the per-
ceived precision of the hand-tracking sensor.

IMU Inertial Measurement Unit. An electronic device, composed
of accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. Capable
of measuring linear and angular movement by integrating
acceleration and angular velocity, while the magnetometer
is used for drift correction purposes.

Interaction engine Software module from the Leap Motion asset stack, which
operates as an interface layer between Unity engine and the
real-world hand physics. Enables natural hand-based inter-
actions - hovering, touching, and grasping.

IPD Interpupillary Distance. Distance in millimeters between the
centers of a person’s eyes’ pupils; varies in the range from
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51 to 77 mm.

IR Infrared. Part of the electromagnetic spectrum associated
with wavelengths in the range between 700 nm and 1 mm.
Invisible to the human eye, but can be captured with a ther-
mal imaging camera.

Laser scanning A process of object’s surface reconstruction from the dis-
tance measurements of the guided laser beam hits; usually
results in the form of a dense point cloud. The point cloud
can later be converted into a mesh, and some texture ob-
tained from the visible light camera can be applied.

MR Mixed Reality. A seamless blend of the real and virtual
worlds, in which real and virtual objects can co-exist and in-
teract in real time. As a part of reality-virtuality continuum
includes augmented reality, virtual reality, and augmented
virtuality.

MRPT Mobile Robot Programming Toolkit. Collection of ready-
to-use applications and software libraries which can be used
in mobile robot programming.

Photogrammetry A process of recovering an object’s surface points’ posi-
tions from photographs; in virtual reality applications, pho-
togrammetry is used for the creation of highly realistic envi-
ronments, which otherwise would be too hard or expensive
to make. As in the laser scanning process, a point cloud is
created first, then it is transformed into a mesh, and texture
is applied to it later.

POI Point of Interest. A specific point in the real or virtual
world, which may be meaningful for the user. For example,
in a training application the point of interest can be located
near the button the user should press in order to complete
the task.

Presence A subjective sensation of physically being in a virtual world
as a result of the partial or complete suspension of disbe-
lief. Users who were able to achieve presence, often report
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additional (and sometimes unintended) effects on their per-
ception system: feeling heat near the virtual fire, smelling
the smoke from the virtual explosion, and the fear of heights.

Quick switch Software feature from the older version of the Leap Motion
SDK, which enables real-time switch between video pass-
through augmented reality and pure virtual reality modes.
To trigger the switch user should momentarily cover the
Leap Motion sensor with the hand.

Rigged hands Software feature from the Leap Motion SDK, in which real-
time movements of the user’s hands, captured by the Leap
Motion cameras, are used to animate 3D models of user’s
hands in the virtual world. Some users report that seeing
a different hand in place of their own breaks immersion, as
well as slight mismatch in hand poses.

ROS Robot Operating System. Collection of software compo-
nents which can be used in the programming of mobile
robots. Serves as a compatibility layer between different
kinds of sensors, robots, and software modules. Implements
additional features often found in operating systems - low-
level hardware access and message passing for interprocess
communication.

RV Reality-Virtuality continuum. A concept, introduced by
Paul Milgram, which includes all possible combinations of
real and virtual objects, and represents them as a continuous
range with completely real and completely virtual environ-
ments on the opposing ends. The area in the middle of that
range, which covers Augmented Reality and Augmented Vir-
tuality concepts, is called Mixed Reality.

SDK Software Development Kit. Collection of software develop-
ment tools and components, which enables application cre-
ation for specific software platforms, such as iOS, Android,
and UWP from Microsoft.

Singularity A hypothesis that runaway technological growth caused by
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the invention of artificial superintelligence will be a signifi-
cant threat to human civilization.

SLAM Simultaneous Localization And Mapping. A computational
problem in which an agent should construct and update the
map of a real-world environment in real time while keep-
ing track of its position in that environment. Methods for
solving this problem employ different kinds of sensors and
their combinations (laser range finders, inertial measure-
ment units, structured light emitters, and mono or stereo
cameras).

SPAAM Single Point Active Alignment Method. A calibration
method for optical see-through head-mounted display, in
which the user repeatedly aligns a virtual marker with a
single real-world point, which coordinates are known.

Tracked space A part of the real world, in which tracking system can cal-
culate the position of the virtual reality headset. Usually
represented in the virtual world by the space of the same
size.

UI User Interface. A combination of sensory input/output
channels used to enable and facilitate the human-computer
interaction. Includes a wide range of solutions, from key-
board and touch screen input, to voice recognition and com-
puter vision.

VR Virtual Reality. A computer-generated interactive simula-
tion, which aims to completely replace sensations of the real
world by directly interacting with human perception systems
(visual, auditory, and tactile).

XR Extended Reality. Analog of mixed reality from reality-
virtuality continuum concept with a focus on the user expe-
rience.
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1 Introduction

Teleoperation process implies doing work at some, sometimes very long, dis-
tance [Lic07]. That distance and the difference in scale, perceived by the operator,
brings an additional challenge to the remote operation tasks. To lower the impact
of the separation between the operator and remotely controlled robot, teleopera-
tion systems of the past were using different kinds of information feeds - telemetry,
real-time video streams, force feedback, and computer simulation.

In the course of remote inspection and maintenance tasks, the operator should be
able to build and maintain an excessive mental model of the remote site, including
the operation targets’ positions, the state of the robot, the placement of the obstacles
on the robot’s path, and the conditions of the environment itself. In order to build
that model, augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) technologies are often
seen as a solution capable of providing the required level of information support.
Application of these technologies faced many obstacles over the years, mostly due
to the insufficient maturity level of their technical implementations.

This thesis contains a description of the developed optical see-through AR glasses
calibration method and a VR application for robotic teleoperation. Additionally,
the questions of the immersive environment reconstruction, spatial user interface,
and connection between virtual and real worlds are addressed in the report.

Developed teleoperation system was evaluated during the user test. The test par-
ticipants were asked to perform inspection and maintenance tasks with and without
the presence of the immersive environment reconstruction, and report their expe-
rience with the system later. Their performance was recorded, as well as the time
and success or failure of each task. Last part of the report contains the conclusion
based on the acquired data.

1.1 Background

In recent years AR and VR technologies have got a considerable amount of attention
in the business and research-oriented circles. More than that, we can finally see a
mass presence of said technologies in the consumer sector. For example, the number
of VR-related products in the last couple of years at Consumer Electronics Show
(CES) was overwhelming. It is a significant milestone for consumers and researchers
alike considering that VR as a technology is more than fifty years old already. It
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Figure 1: (left) Morton Heilig’s Sensorama; (top right) Ivan Sutherland’s Sword
of Damocles; (bottom right) NASA’s Virtual Interface Environment Workstation
(VIEW); Source: Virtual Reality: A Brief History, PowerUpGaming UK.

is possible to make a connection between modern VR and older optomechanical
systems, but genuinely interactive VR starts with Sensorama (1962) and Sword of
Damocles (1968), followed by more sophisticated devices like NASA VIEW (1985)
and many other custom headsets developed over the years (Figure 1). In general,
VR systems aim to provide visual, tactile, and auditory feedback as well as hand
input, speech recognition, head and eye tracking [Nee14]. Much of this is true for
AR as well.

It is also essential to understand the current state of the immersive technologies
and the reasons behind that. According to the research concluded by Gartner com-
pany [Pan17], emerging technologies usually pass through five stages on the path
to mass adoption. Graphical representation of that path is called hype cycle (Fig-
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Figure 2: The Gartner Hype Cycle shows current state of the AR and VR technolo-
gies. Source: Gartner

ure 2). VR is nowadays placed in the so-called "Slope of Enlightenment" hype
cycle stage, while AR is going through the disillusionment stage. It is quite natural
since the capabilities of modern AR devices are a couple of years behind their VR
counterparts.

For VR (and most of that will apply for AR too) the path to the current state
can be traced back through history quite easily. Like many other technologies, at
first, it was severely limited by the lack of computing power. Many of the research
organizations were building their custom state-of-the-art VR systems. Despite a
large amount of resources spent on the development, technology limitations, high
price, support and compatibility issues were preventing widespread adoption. Most
important, lack of accessible baseline technology was preventing experimentation
and open information exchange. That situation was resembling the early day of
computing in many ways. It all changed when the first Oculus developer kit be-
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come available to developers, researchers, and enthusiasts. Early days of consumer
VR were marked by open information exchange about findings and best practices
in almost all spheres, from the user interface and interaction schemes to tracking
implementation and rendering. That inevitably led to the rise in quantity, and con-
sequently to the quality of implemented VR applications. Now we have almost all
the tools we need, as well a good understanding of the ways to use them. In the
next couple of years, VR will approach "Plateau of Productivity" which in turn will
lead to the explosive growth in amount, quality, and impact of the VR applications.

AR and VR technologies have been mentioned in the press a lot and in some sense
became contemporary buzzwords. It has caused some confusion among the con-
sumers and enthusiasts about the meaning and reason behind these terms. That
happened mostly because AR/VR cannot be adequately represented on a flat screen
(AR glasses’ field of view (FOV), VR headset resolution, tracking quality and vi-
sual artifacts) - to understand the works and limitations of technology one should
experience it first-hand through the device. Of course, all the marketing efforts
(360°videos, holograms, different platform and product name) does not help with
that either.

In order to avoid confusion it is better to think about AR/VR in terms of reality-
virtuality continuum (RV) [MTUK94] as shown in Figure 3. VR is an immersive
and interactive computer simulation of reality. That means that VR should retain
properties of the real world as much as possible to cause the sense of presence. To
achieve that everything that can be seen, smelt, heard, touched, interacted with
should be generated and maintained by the computer. With the exception of some
current generation VR device limitations (no smell or true sense of touch, limited
field of view) this is what contemporary VR is exactly. For example, usage of the
whiteboard in VR and in the real world is almost the same. The user can walk to
the whiteboard, pick up the marker, draw something, and be able to erase it later.
All of that without pressing any buttons or using a keyboard. However, the VR
marker can be better than the real one - it will never run out of ink, can have as
many colors as the user wants, and the whiteboard itself can be endless. That is the
power of current generation VR - it can already simulate reality good enough, but
at the same time, it can make it better. For example, a user does not need to worry
about picking up arrows for VR bow after shooting, there is no need to charge a
VR quadcopter, and it is possible to enter a simulation of the VR fusion reactor’s
chamber during operation without any safety concerns.
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Figure 3: Paul Milgram’s reality-virtuality continuum.

AR, however, is slightly different. It can be defined as a base reality with virtual
objects incorporated into it. In that case, only some of the objects that surround
the user are virtual, i.e., computer generated. For example, user’s desktop PC can
be real, but its monitor can be virtual. It can be an overlay relative to the view
of the world - floating window in front of the user, which he can see on top of
everything. Alternatively, it can be incorporated into the real world - then it can
be anchored to the table just like real monitor and can be occluded by real objects.
To summarize, in all of these cases, the virtual monitor augments the real world
environment. Moreover, just like in the VR case, properties of that augmentation
can be changed - user can change the size of the virtual monitor or create multiple
instances from it.

According to the RV concept, mixed reality (MR) can be defined as superset of
AR and VR. This term is often mistakingly used instead of AR, mostly because
when those immersive technologies appear in the discussions, there is no mention of
augmented virtuality (AV) concept. That usually happens because it is rarely done
and not as popular. AV, as an opposite of AR, implies insertion of real-world objects
into a mainly virtual environment. Among possible examples of AV is usage of a
real keyboard through a web-camera stream inside a virtual environment [Vir16],
real-time avatar generation from a point-cloud camera (Microsoft Kinect), and MR
filming the players against a green screen to create gameplay recordings [Val16].
The Leap Motion company, famous for developing a stereo camera sensor with hand
tracking capabilities, used images of the user’s hands (image hands) in VR mode,
making it a good example of AV [Col15]. The Logitech company recently used a
similar approach with an overlay of user’s hands and a tracked keyboard [HTC17].
To conclude, MR is a result of mixing the virtual and the real objects with the
varying ratio of real and virtual parts.

Right now AR and VR fields are split by the current technology limitations. It is
quite possible that in the future there won’t be a clear distinction between them and
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Figure 4: Image hands in VR (top) and AR (bottom) modes. Source: Leap Motion

the user will be able to select how much real world he needs at the moment. Early
consumer hardware already supports that - Oculus Rift DK2 VR headset retrofitted
with Leap Motion hand tracking sensor is a good example. Usage of hand tracking
data to animate 3D models of the hands in real time (rigged hands), images of the
user’s real hands obtained from camera stream (image hands), and a possibility
to switch between video pass-through AR and pure VR (quick switch) [Gor16] can
lead to quite interesting results. First, application built with rigged hands in VR
mode provides a pure virtual reality experience. By switching to image hands it
is possible to transform it into an AV experience. Finally, after using quick switch
to enable Leap Motion stereo camera pass-through feature, the application belongs
to the AR category. It is safe to say that DK2 with Leap Motion sensor is a first
true MR device available worldwide for both developers and consumers. Figure 4
demonstrates MR capabilities of this hardware/software combination.

Extended reality (XR) term is close by its meaning to MR in a sense that it includes
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the entire family of immersive technologies, but focuses more on extending user
experience and the impact of immersive technologies on the users. For example, in
latest builds of Unity engine AR and VR support settings have been moved to the
XR section (in some other cases underscore x letter in the xR acronym is just a
placeholder for M, A, V letters to represent selected immersive technology).

Immersive technologies in business and research projects often try to solve some
well-known problems, which are defined by the properties and benefits of AR and
VR usage.

In general, AR and VR is often used in:

• Product design

• Multimedia content creation

• Architecture visualization

• Training and education

• Sales and advertising

• On-site information support

• Data visualization

• Gaming

Many use cases listed above have similar requirements. For example, gaming, train-
ing personnel to operate in the hazardous environments, and architecture visual-
ization require an application of VR technology to create immersive environments
for interactive simulation. On the other hand, product design, data visualization,
sales and advertising, and on-site information support falls into AR category. Main
requirement here is to incorporate virtual objects into the real world (e.g., show
virtual furniture in the real room before purchase) or to provide spatial contextual
information about real-world objects (directions, hints, order of operations, control
values).

One crucial point about immersive technologies like AR and VR is that they are
human-oriented. One can think that technological singularity will lead to faster and
larger information streams, so the future will be dominated by artificial intelligence
(AI) and deep learning (DL) algorithms. Eventually, the complexity of the tasks and
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information flow speed will overcome human cognitive abilities. Even now DL can
be used to create complex 3D models for given requirements, which otherwise will be
too hard or expensive to create by hand. Modeling in VR can remove many layers of
abstraction and offer an advantage for the user. AR technology can provide required
information faster and make it more accessible, even before the operator will need
it. In other words, immersive technologies will help us to face the challenges of the
modern world.

1.2 Problem statement

This thesis project was written for the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland,
and the results of the concluded work are meant to be used by two different teams,
focusing mainly on robotic applications and mixed reality. That kind of duality is
reflected in the thesis structure. The main reason behind this is a need to start
preparations for the future technological challenges. It is entirely possible that dif-
ferent fields such as robotics, industrial design, remote operation, personnel training,
and mixed reality prototyping will become interconnected and mutually dependent.
Even now mixed reality researchers are used to deal with robotics, hardware proto-
typing, industrial design, 3D printing and environment reconstruction in the scope
of a single project. Considering this requirement, VTT set the goal of the thesis
project to complete two different tasks (AR glasses calibration and immersive tele-
operation), both involving usage of mixed reality technologies. Results will be used
by teams in commercial projects and for demonstration purposes.

For the first task to provide a correct spatial arrangement of augmentations relative
to the real world a custom calibration software should be implemented. This problem
is a non-trivial one since it consists of measuring relative transforms between user’s
eyes, AR glasses’ optical delivery system, tracking cameras and real-world coordinate
system origin (tracking marker). By solving that problem, an engineer can place
the augmentations in the right locations and ensure that they will stay there. Over
the years that problem has been solved again and again for each new AR system
since hardware and software components differ drastically. With the new generation
of consumer devices, researchers can concentrate on the task itself, since device
manufacturers and content creation software handle calibration. This thesis project
work predates that change. In recent AR devices like Microsoft Hololens, the only
calibration needed is an interpupillary distance (IPD) adjustment for each user.

On the other hand, building an immersive VR simulation for teleoperation or train-
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ing provides its own set of unique challenges. First, the environment itself should be
built to scale and be accurate enough to satisfy the task requirements. Sometimes it
is enough to provide a computer-aided design (CAD) model of the target object in
some general environment [GV17], in other cases accurate reconstruction obtained
through photogrammetry or laser scanning is needed. The developer should take
into account the required freedom of movement as well as the ergonomics of the vir-
tual user interface. He also should adjust the interaction paradigm to the task: for
example, if the user freely moves in the virtual environment, all the controls should
be easily accessible at all times. The interaction itself can be tricky - will gamepad,
VR-specific controllers or camera-based hand tracking be used? Each case has its
pros and cons, not to mention the limitations and the issues related to the tracking
quality. It is safe to say that interaction design is a big part of the second task. A
user should not only easily control virtual objects, but be able to do that in natural,
ideally self-explanatory way without unnecessary levels of abstraction.

1.3 Research question

The primary focus of this work is the practical implementation of solutions to the
AR and VR tasks discussed above. In some way, this thesis report can be used as a
technical manual for the implemented systems and can offer an insider perspective
into the inner workings of the said systems as well as calibration instruction for the
users.

Optical see-through glasses calibration task as part of the thesis work require an
answer to the following research question: will it be possible to calibrate particular
AR glasses in a simple and efficient manner with the required level of precision while
keeping the process ergonomic in single- and multi-user scenarios? Research question
focuses more on the usability and user experience because calibration process is based
on and therefore limited by the user visual abilities and tracking system quality
is affected by the environmental conditions (light level, shadows, and reflections).
Additionally, this task leaves fewer possibilities for precision estimation since it is
device-specific and therefore not directly comparable to other calibration methods,
which in turn are not implemented for the given device.

For the immersive teleoperation task this thesis project in addition to implementa-
tion details tries to answer the following research question: will immersive environ-
ment built with VR limitations in mind be able to provide additional visual feedback
to the operator and maintain or exceed the usability level comparable to standard
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teleoperation scenario from the flat screen? In other words, the goal was to find out
if immersive teleoperation from the reconstructed environment will be able to close
the gap between the operator and the task by utilizing VR technology.

2 Augmented reality: calibration of optical see-

through glasses

In augmented reality applications, the illusion of the virtual objects being real is
created by using the accurate scale and placement of the said objects in the real
world. Achieving that level of believability is a significant challenge. The AR system
should know the relative placement of the user’s visual system (eyes) and the tracking
sensor (mono- or stereo-camera) as well as the absolute placement of the tracking
system origin to be able to provide a correct spatial arrangement of the virtual
objects in the real-world environment. In many cases, this problem is similar to the
robotics hand-eye calibration problem in which spatial relationship between a sensor
attached to the robot arm and the robot arm itself should be known so that it will
be possible to map the sensor’s measurements into the robot’s coordinate system.
The solution to that problem is usually obtained by external measurements or by
employing internal tracking systems as discussed in the following section.

2.1 Related work

In the augmented reality field, the tracking system is one of the most critical com-
ponents for a positive user experience. One can argue that AR tracking can be
less precise, responsive and robust than VR tracking and still be able to provide a
minimal viable experience. That is true for mobile devices, where the lack of com-
putational resources and challenging lighting conditions make AR application less
immersive but still usable. More than that, computer vision (CV) algorithms are
more versatile than laser or electromagnetic tracking and don’t require additional
hardware, but they have to deal with more ambiguity during pose estimation pro-
cess. While VR tracking needs to be robust and responsive in order not to make
the user sick, AR tracking due to a limited field of view and the presence of the real
world’s stable reference frame has an advantage in that regard. There are specific
challenges to AR tracking. In the simplest case, it only needs to compute the relative
headset position to the world’s coordinate system origin, and do this continually.
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Modern AR system tend not to use explicit initialization of the origin point, in-
stead, they rely on Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) methods. For
example, Microsoft Hololens AR glasses builds a map of the environment and uses it
for tracking and object placement. Other devices, like the Meta 2 glasses, are using
that technology for hand tracking. Even more, some AR applications require calcu-
lation of light source position, direction, color, and intensity. In some other cases,
environmental occlusion calculation is needed. To create a complete illusion of vir-
tual object presence in the real-world environment all of those should be perfected.
Given this, AR tasks, in general, have a more extensive range of requirements for a
tracking system than VR ones.

For the tracking system to properly function the AR device should be calibrated for
every unique user. Baillot et al. [BJBL03] define calibration as a correction process
for three types of errors:

• Tracking errors. For AR devices with a camera-based computer vision tracking
system it usually means that camera model should be constructed by obtain-
ing camera’s intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, and lens distortion correction
should be applied based on that model. Can be performed once in the factory
conditions or by software engineer if different tracking system will be used.

• Display calibration errors. Usually, display system parameters like the field
of view (FOV) and lens distortion are computed by the device manufacturer.
This process is performed only once as well, and most of the devices are factory
calibrated.

• Tracker alignment errors. Tracker alignment can be described as a combination
of transformations between tracking origin and the tracker itself, between the
tracker and the display assembly, and between display assembly and the user’s
eyes. The first transformation is obtained during the normal function of the
tracking system. Second can be found once if tracker and display assembly
are rigidly mounted together, or should be obtained whenever their relative
placement is changed (in case of the tracker placed on the adjustable headband
of the device). Finally, the transformation between display assembly and the
user’s eye is unique for every user and can also change slightly every time the
device is taken on and off.

According to Baillot et al., the tracker alignment problem can be solved by utilizing
their proposed single- or multiple-point calibration technique. Regarding the single-
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point calibration technique, if the relative transform between real-world point and
the tracking system origin is known, it is possible to find the eye-camera transform by
aligning the contents of the display with the real-world point. In case of the multiple
point calibration technique, the transform between real-world point and origin of
the tracking system is unknown, so the user is tasked with aligning the contents
of the display repeatedly with multiple different real-world points to estimate that
transform.

Tuceryan and Navab [TN00] are using a similar approach called Single Point Active
Alignment Method (SPAAM). That procedure is non-intrusive, does not require
additional equipment and considered user-friendly since it resembles normal AR
device usage. User’s viewport contains a crosshair which user should align with a
real-world point. To do this user is requested to move around the tracking origin
until he can achieve such alignment. That process then repeated multiple times from
different angles. The user is encouraged to cover tracked volume by head movement
as much as possible to obtain precise calibration data.

Klemm, Seebacher and Hoppe [KSH16] are proposing a different calibration method.
They argue that user involvement in the calibration process can lead to inaccurate
results and may require specialized training. To entirely exclude the user from the
calibration process they placed a pair of cameras inside an AR head-mounted display
(HMD) at the position where user’s eyes would typically be. Cameras are recording
the information on the displays to calculate 3D position of each pixel in tracker’s ref-
erence coordinate system and then find the required transformation. That method is
more complicated than previously discussed alignment methods, requires additional
hardware, and is, therefore, mostly suited for automated calibration in factory con-
ditions.

2.2 Overview of hardware and software

From the hardware standpoint, optical see-through display Moverio BT-2000 from
Epson was selected as one of the most accessible and powerful devices at the given
time (Figure 5).

It contains a pair of see-through displays which are capable of presenting the in-
formation while not blocking the real world, and a stereo camera placed on the
adjustable head strap which can be used for recording or tracking purposes. BT-
2000 is a successor of the BT-200 glasses and while it is a definite improvement
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Figure 5: Epson Moverio BT-2000 HMD. Note that the stereo camera placed on the
headband has two degrees of freedom related to the optics. Source: Epson.

from the previous model a couple of design choices still make it quite hard to use in
AR tasks. For example, the headset’s stereo camera is not rigidly attached to the
screens and optics, not centered relative to the optics and has two degrees of free-
dom (head strap angle and camera angle). This situation makes calibration quite
tricky and requires the process to be performed for every new user on every headset
adjustment. To avoid that problem, the headset was modified with the custom 3D
printed part that was rigidly connecting the head strap with the optics frame as
shown in Figure 6.

At software side, BT-2000 was not officially supported at the time by any AR frame-
work or game engines like Unity or Unreal. The previous model BT-200 was natively
supported in Vuforia software development kit (SDK) and had a calibration applica-
tion. Unfortunately, that application does not work with BT-2000, and Qualcomm
does not provide any estimation for native support. The calibration technique pre-
sented in this report recreates the behavior of that calibration application from
Vuforia SDK, but implementation and algorithms are likely entirely different since
Vuforia SDK is proprietary. For calibration, the Unity engine was selected as a
multi-platform feature-reach engine with good extension capabilities for VR and
AR applications. The OpenCV for Unity package from the Unity Asset Store was
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Figure 6: The 3D-printed spacer that was installed between the optics frame and
the head strap to provide a rigid connection between them.

used for computer vision and marker tracking during the calibration process. A
native Android plugin for BT-2000 fullscreen mode was created in the process as
well.

2.3 Calibration requirements

During development of the calibration application for the BT-2000 glasses the fol-
lowing requirements were fulfilled:

• Physical camera calibration, and

• Virtual camera FOV calibration.

The process of the physical camera calibration is based on the simple pinhole camera
model. That model can be defined by the intrinsic (internal, fixed to a particular
camera and cannot change) and extrinsic (external to the camera, can change with
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respect to the world coordinate system) parameters. Intrinsic parameters are usually
presented as a 3× 3 matrix of the form

A =

fx τ cx

0 fy cy

0 0 1

 (1)

where:

• fx, fy - focal length values measured in pixel units,

• (cx, cy) - principal point (coordinates of the image center), and

• τ - skew factor between two axes in the image plane.

Extrinsic parameters represent pose (position and orientation) of the camera related
to some point in the world coordinate system and can be represented by the 3 × 3

matrix R and 3× 1 vector T

R =

r11 r12 r13

r21 r22 r23

r31 r32 r33

 (2)

T =

t1t2
t3

 (3)

During the physical camera calibration process, intrinsic (1) and extrinsic (2) (3)
parameters were calculated to compensate for lens distortion and ensure that further
marker tracking will be operating in the real world scale [BK13]. To perform the
calibration, the Mobile Robot Programming Toolkit (MRPT) software was used
with a standard chessboard pattern (Figure 7). This step is critical because it will
allow estimating the distance between camera and marker properly.

The BT-2000 glasses were not meant to be used in pure AR mode (at least right
after they become available), and because of that, they were not factory calibrated.
The virtual camera FOV calibration process has to be performed, so the virtual
objects will be in the real world scale.

Virtual camera FOV calibration was performed during development by placing a
virtual calibration target in front of the virtual camera at the distance of one meter.
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Figure 7: Physical camera calibration with Camera Calibration 2.0 software from
MRPT.

The entire camera-target transform in that case was presented only by the Z-axis
offset (1 meter), and there were no relative rotations. Then FOV was adjusted in
real time while standing at the same one-meter distance in front of the marker and
matching it with the virtual calibration target. Matching was achieved at the value
of 13°. That value was then applied to stereo camera rig in Unity and was used ever
since. Ideally, virtual camera FOV should be calibrated for every user, but because
there will always be some error in the distance measurement between user’s eye and
the marker, a single value can be used for multiple users.

2.4 Calibration technique and implementation

The calibration technique described in this section uses the pinhole camera model
parameters, which were obtained during the physical camera calibration process.
By knowing the parameters of the pinhole camera, it is possible to find a spatial
relationship between the point in the real world and its projection on the camera’s
image plane [Ope17] by employing the following perspective transformation

sm′ = A
[
R|t

]
M ′ (4)
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or

s

uv
1

 =

fx τ cx
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X

Y

Z

1
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where:

• s - scale factor,

• (u, v) - coordinates of the projection point on the image plane, measured in
pixel units,

• A - camera matrix (intrinsic parameters),

•
[
R|t

]
- joint rotation-translation matrix (extrinsic parameters), and

• (X, Y, Z) - coordinates of 3D point in world coordinate system.

If relative coordinates of the real-world points and the coordinates of their projec-
tions in the image plane are known, as well as intrinsic camera parameters, it is pos-
sible to calculate the pose of the calibrated camera. That principle is used for marker
tracking implementation in OpenCV library, and also known as the Perspective-n-
Point problem.

Main calibration setup (user’s head, BT-2000 AR glasses and calibration marker) is
presented in Figure 8.

Labels for the coordinate systems used in calibration process:

• M - calibration marker.

• C - physical camera tracking the marker.

• E - user’s eye.

• CM - transformation between marker and the tracking camera.

• EM - transformation between marker and the user’s eye.

• EC - transformation between user’s eye and the tracking camera.
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Figure 8: Coordinate systems and transformations between them during the cali-
bration process.

To properly place the virtual object on top of the marker, the transform EM should
be found, but there is no efficient way to compute it directly. Instead by tracking
marker M with the camera C and the algorithm, which implements equation (5),
transform CM can be obtained at every frame. Then, by placing the marker at the
distance d from the user’s eye at the eye level we can obtain transform EC from the
offset between virtual camera representing user’s eye E and virtual tracking camera.
After that transform EM can be computed as a combination of EC and CM.

EM = EC ·CM (6)

The actual implementation is based on a reconstruction of the real-world setup
shown in Figure 8 with virtual representations inside a virtual scene. Virtual cameras
with calibrated FOV represent the user’s eyes, a virtual anchor object represents
the physical tracking camera, and a virtual calibration target represents the marker.
Distance d is consistent between virtual and real scenes as well as the sizes of
calibration target and marker. The scale is constant (1:1), and all measurements are
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in meters. That approach eliminates ambiguity between real and virtual setups and
makes content authoring easier during actual AR development and usage scenarios.

BT-2000Camera object inside calibration application Unity scene having the follow-
ing hierarchical structure:

• StereoCameraRig

– LeftEye

– CameraAnchor

∗ PivotPoint

· ARObjectAnchor

– CenterEyeAnchor

– RightEye

• HUD

LeftEye and RightEye objects contain camera components and are used to capture
the virtual scene. They are placed at an average IPD - 65 millimeters apart. The
aspect ratio for each camera is set to 1.67 to match BT-2000 screens. CameraAnchor
object represents tracking camera and moves relative to tracking origin. By placing
calibration target and tracking origin at one-meter distance from CenterEyeAnchor
object it is possible to recreate real-world setup as shown in Figure 8. In that case,
CameraAnchor object and real camera are going to have a similar position relative
to the user’s eye (real or virtual). CameraAnchor transform then will be saved in
the calibration profile for every distance d for each eye.

For an actual application which is going to use calibration profile the same camera
rig structure was used. In that case following steps should be performed to place a
virtual object on the tracking origin:

1. Receive physical camera transform from the tracking system.

2. Apply the inverse of transform’s rotation component to the PivotPoint object’s
local rotation property.

3. Apply the negative of transform’s translation component to the ARObjectAn-
chor object’s local position property.
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4. Attach (parent) virtual object to the ARObjectAnchor

At the same time at every frame, local position of the CameraAnchor object will be
calculated by interpolation between two known transforms in calibration profile and
a distance to the marker. That technique will provide smooth camera angle com-
pensation when the distance between the marker and a real camera will be between
1 and 2 meters. For lesser or greater distances the first or the second transform will
be used. Example of created calibration profile presented in Appendix 1.

2.5 Calibration process

Before the calibration process is started the user is being requested to put the cali-
bration marker on some flat surface perpendicular to the ground (wall, whiteboard,
door or locker) on the eye level. This placement is an essential step because using
the marker that way will help to eliminate positional or rotational offset between
the real world marker and its virtual representation during the calibration process.
Ideally, if the marker is placed adequately and the calibration target on the screen
is aligned with it precisely, the only difference between eye and marker transforms
will be the offset on Z axis (scene depth).

The calibration marker is presented in Figure 9. The gray area of the marker corre-
sponds with the virtual calibration target and should be exactly 257x186 mm in size
after printing on the standard A4 paper sheet. Inside the gray area an ArUco fiducial
marker [GJ14] is placed for pose estimation with the OpenCV library [Ope15].

On the first step of the calibration process, the user can see brief instructions as
demonstrated in Figure 10. To proceed to the next step user should press middle
joystick button on BT-2000 processing unit. Left joystick button is used to restart
the calibration process at any step immediately.

When the calibration process is started the calibration target will be presented for
each eye separately as shown in Figure 11 (top left). Rendering for only one eye at a
time will help to align the calibration target with the marker and improve precision.
Currently, user’s task is to align calibration target with the marker at the distance of
1 and 2 meters. More distances were considered during development, but 2 meters
was found to be the maximum distance for stable OpenCV marker-based tracking
with BT-2000 camera. The low-pass filter was applied to stabilize camera transform
received from the tracking algorithm. The same filter is used on all preview steps.
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Figure 9: Calibration marker. During calibration process gray area being matched
with calibration target; fiducial marker is used for tracking purposes.

After the user successfully aligned calibration target with the marker at the 1-meter
distance for each eye, a smaller calibration target will appear on the screen as shown
on Figure 11 (top right), forcing the user to step back from the marker to the 2-meter
distance. At that distance, the marker-based tracking with the OpenCV library is
approaching its distance limit, and because of that, a short-term tracking loss can
occur. Lighting conditions should be considered at this step. It was found that a
brightly lit room without strong light directed at the marker will improve tracking
quality.

A critical part of the calibration process is two preview steps. This feature will
allow the user to evaluate achieved calibration precision right after the last calibra-
tion target was aligned and repeat the process immediately when needed. On the
first preview step a virtual reference object sized as the central part of the marker
is presented for the two calibration distances separately (Figure 11, bottom left).
This feature allows quick evaluation of both calibration distances and can provide
feedback to the user about alignment precision at each distance. For example, if the
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Figure 10: Calibration instructions. A black background will be transparent when
viewed on the BT-2000 headset.

reference object does not match the marker accurately at the far distance the user
will immediately know that the calibration target alignment at that step was off
and can repeat the process. This preview step provides useful insight into near/far
distance calibration contribution to the final result.

The second preview step (Figure 11, bottom right) provides seamless blending be-
tween near and far calibration. At this step, the user can freely move on entire
distance range around calibration marker to test placement of reference object at
extreme angles or distances. This step demonstrates how precise the final calibra-
tion result will be. Since filtering is still applied at this step, latency can be more
prominent than in real applications. If calibration results are valid, the user can
save the values to a global profile, which can be used later by any application with
the same virtual stereo camera implementation.
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Figure 11: (top left) Calibration target rendered at the distance of 1 meter; (top
right) Calibration target rendered at the distance of 2 meters; (bottom left) First
preview step for both distances; (bottom right) Second preview step for both dis-
tances.

2.6 Results and conclusion

Achieved results are not as precise as we can usually see in video pass-through
AR (mobile or HMD-based) but are close enough to be usable. Calibration error
accumulates through camera FOV calibration, and eye-to-marker positioning since
that kind of measurement is based on users’ subjective perception. The HMD itself
is placed on user’s head slightly differently each time. Low frame rate due to slow
camera access and relatively weak hardware of BT-2000 is making the virtual objects
to shift slightly from their positions during fast head movement. The perceivable
offset was subjectively evaluated as 1-3 centimeters, based on user, distance, and
HMD placement.

On the bright side, nowadays fiducial markers are rarely used as targets. When track-
ing using natural features of the scene there is no expectation for a complete match
between tracking marker and virtual object calibration, thus the results provide a
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believable AR experience. During development and testing, a single calibration pro-
file was used by multiple people, and all of them were reporting that the virtual
object was placed correctly relative to the real world. Since the calibration profile
worked with the real scene scale and was decoupled from tracking, it was possible
to use it with different tracking systems. ALVAR tracking system [VTT00] in point
cloud mode was performing well enough at 4 meters distance, doubling maximum
tracking distance achieved by OpenCV marker tracking.

The calibration method presented above is suitable for current generation of optical
see-through consumer headsets (BT-200, BT-2000) with a single RGB camera. It
enables a way for a quick and non-intrusive calibration for users at a broad range
of expertise levels and uses most of the hardware features available. Calibration
provides good results despite a large number of unknown variables such as camera
angle, head strap angle, camera position relative to the optics, and optics’ position
relative to the user’s eyes. For future hardware with more computing power, inside-
out positional and eye tracking a new means of calibration should be developed.

3 Virtual reality: robotic teleoperation

Robotic teleoperation is a remote control and manipulation of the robot, which al-
lows the operator to complete the required task at a distance. During the years,
teleoperation systems were limited by the amount of the information available to
the operator, which in turn was leading to high requirements in technical expertise
and training. Operators of that kind of systems should be able to correctly interpret
different telemetry values as well as be able to build an understanding of the envi-
ronmental conditions from the limited amount of camera streams. After the first
graphics accelerators made an appearance, marking the beginning of the 3D graph-
ics revolution, virtual simulation became a significant part of teleoperation systems.
The usage of virtual worlds in the teleoperation process requires additional research
in user interface (UI) development [MB02].

The availability of the first HMD devices enables a quality shift in teleoperation
performance. Virtual worlds are no longer bound to flat screens but are open for
in-person visits. In many cases, the usage of VR HMD significantly reduces the per-
ceived distance between the robot and the operator, and positively affects teleopera-
tion performance. VR technology usage brings both benefits and unique limitations,
in many ways directly linked to the human perception system. New interface and
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interaction concepts are required in order to make the VR teleoperation process
natural and ergonomic.

In this section presented development process of the teleoperation system, as well as
crucial components of its design. In Section 3.2 described the first prototype of the
teleoperation system. It was not used in the final version but can provide a better
understanding of the design decisions and unique challenges related to the VR usage.
In Section 3.3 listed initial assumptions that were made prior to the development
of the system. Section 3.4 contains a detailed description of the system’s archi-
tecture and selected hardware and software components. In Section 3.5 described
the process of real-world environment reconstruction, which involves creation of a
textured 3D model from the photographs (photogrammetry). Section 3.6 contains
information related to the development of the novel spatial UI. Section 3.7 presents
external camera solution, which enables video recording and streaming from the
virtual environment, while Section 3.8 is dedicated to the questions of remote robot
control and synchronization between the real robot and its virtual model. Finally,
Section 3.9 contains results of the conducted user test and answers the following
research question: will immersive environment built with VR limitations in mind
be able to provide additional visual feedback to the operator and maintain or ex-
ceed the usability level comparable to standard teleoperation scenario from the flat
screen?

3.1 Related work

According to David Holz’s predictions [HD16], the availability of mobile VR and
AR devices can make regular screen-based human-computer interactions obsolete.
Users will no longer be trapped behind their desks but will have the ability to walk
around virtual worlds without restrictions, and their hands will become the ultimate
input devices. Virtual objects can be as ordinary as the physical objects around us.
In this kind of future, many operations that we routinely perform today will be
completely different. This thesis work in particular tries to explore how the robotic
teleoperation can be performed in those conditions.

Bellamine et al. [BATT02] describe a VR teleoperation system as a system capable
of inducing the sense of presence in the remote environment while providing safety
guarantees for operator and equipment. By having a precise model of the controlled
system, an operator can run a simulation of the required actions, ensure that they
are safe and leading to the desired result, and then transmit the instructions to the
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remote equipment.

Kuan et al. [KY03] argue that the design and development of robotic VR teleoper-
ation systems are usually met with a particular set of challenges, such as:

• Telepresence in the remote environment,

• VR-specific design approach to interaction and input/output devices,

• Control signal translation between input device and manipulator,

• Network latency and data format conversion between different parts of the
system, and

• Remote intelligence controller implementation.

Telepresence in the remote environment implies that immersive environment design
and implementation should invoke the sense of presence during remote operation.
The primary challenge here is to construct a virtual environment in that way, so it
will precisely imitate reality not only in the appearance but the behavior as well. For
example, realistic physics simulation and natural interactions help to achieve a sense
of presence and positively impact teleoperation results. An additional challenge lies
in the design of the environment which can not be visited by the operator in the
real world - being inside human blood delivery system, or inside the robot head as
a control room is a good example.

The challenge of the VR-specific design approach to interaction and input/output
devices is represented by the paradigm shift brought by VR as a disruptive technol-
ogy. Controlling a remote robot with a tracked VR controller is very different from
the conventional keyboard/control panel usage scenario. The tracked controller en-
ables physical interaction, removes unnecessary levels of abstraction, and provides
haptic feedback while bringing limitations specific for VR technology. For example,
if the controller can be tracked only in the front of the user (as in Microsoft Mixed
reality headsets), all the interactions behind the user should be designed with that
limitation in mind.

Control signal translation between the controller and manipulator implies force and
distance units conversion, as well as safety features when the control signal is lost
or exceeds limits required for the safe operation. Latency in the signal transmis-
sion is inevitable, but in some cases, high latency values can significantly harm
teleoperation performance. Additionally, many teleoperation setups have a quite
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complex structure with multiple software systems and different sensors and actua-
tors communicate over the network by using incompatible data formats. In that case
implementation of the communication interfaces and data conversion and processing
modules is needed.

A remote intelligence controller is used for supervising the interaction between oper-
ator, manipulation, and the environment (operation targets and obstacles). In this
work, a remote intelligence controller is not implemented as it is assumed that an
immersive reconstructed environment will provide enough visual cues so that the
operator will be able to control the robot directly.

A successful control signal transmission between the VR-specific input devices and
the robot requires a well-established compatibility layer. Among all the options,
including unique task-oriented implementations, a combination of Robot Operating
System (ROS), rosbridge framework, and Unity game engine is often used [CDFS14].
Compatibility issues between message-based operation (ROS) and constant updates
tied to the render loop (Unity) are addressed in subsequent chapters.

3.2 First teleoperation system prototype

At the start of the project, the first prototype including a scene mock-up was quickly
created in Unity to demonstrate the main idea (Figure 12).

From the previous experience with the first affordable VR headset with position
tracking (Oculus Rift DK2) and hand tracking (Leap Motion sensor), the hand-based
interface was selected as the main input source [Gor15]. An example of a hand-based
interface implementation is shown in Figure 13. That kind of interface is non-
intrusive, displayed on demand, always placed at a comfortable distance from the
headset, and easily accessible at all times. The left-hand interface was selected for
controlling locomotion systems and switching between AR and VR modes (infrared
(IR) pass-through from Leap Motion sensor). Its functions were as follows: instant
directional turn, pause/continue, locomotion system switch (enabled only at the
center of the current point of interest (POI)), AR/VR switch. The right-hand UI
was reserved to be a palette metaphor and used for selecting a particular button-like
control widget. Button triggers action on a press. The widget object is a button as
well, but on the button press event, it attaches itself to a pressing hand. When one
of the personal cockpit displays is touched by hand with the attached widget, the
widget is transported to the touched display. Widget examples:
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Figure 12: Initial prototype mock-up includes a virtual environment with scale
marks, teleportation points, hand-based and personal cockpit UI concepts.

• Per-joint angular control,

• RGB or depth camera stream,

• Target tracking system control, and

• Telemetry: torque, temperature, current values.

The personal cockpit interface concept, presented by a group of the virtual screens,
is used to display telemetry, camera streams, and provide additional controls in
general. Each virtual screen is initially an empty container for a widget. As hand-
based UI it needs to be displayed on demand, be able to provide a high amount of
information, and bridge the gap between VR-specific and conventional flat monitor-
based UI. The personal cockpit is a combination of virtual touch screens (two rows
by three screens). The position and size of the entire cockpit can be adjusted, and
it can be toggled on and off as well. Individual screens can be minimized when
displaying widget or cleared from widget completely. Personal cockpit interface in
the hidden state displays its outline based on hand-to-screen proximity.

Since Oculus Rift DK2 camera-based position tracking system has a small tracking
volume and only supports front-facing usage, the additional locomotion system was
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Figure 13: Hand-based interface example. A hand that is holding the interface can
be temporarily copied and locked in space to provide more freedom for interaction.

implemented as a combination of teleportation and artificial movement, based on
acceleration and direction of the user’s upper body. Said system was quite com-
plicated and was requiring an additional chest-worn IMU (Figure 14) for upper
body orientation tracking, as well as inverse kinematics (IK) system for obtaining
proper foot positions based on available tracked points (head and chest). Additional
magnetometer and gyroscope calibration routines were implemented in the earlier
stages of the project. A fixed global frame of reference composed of magnetometer
and accelerometer vectors is successfully used for drift correction, but even after
performing gyroscope and magnetometer calibration absolute orientation and cor-
rection frames were not entirely in sync. That was making the work of correctional
system noticeable. Systems with optical drift correction like ones used in the Oculus
Rift or HTC Vive will be preferable in this regard.

Since the VR field changes and progresses very fast, the completed project ended
up using different VR hardware, tracking, movement, and UI systems. The HTC
Vive HMD release provided a shift from front-facing standing-in-place and teleport-
ing/artificial movement to 1-to-1 room-scale, the new system for the interaction
with virtual objects (interaction engine), the Orion tracking update from the Leap
Motion company justified a switch from the hand-based and personal cockpit UI
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Figure 14: Inertial measurement unit (IMU) for the locomotion system.

concepts to fully interactive spatial UI. Still, the initial research question stayed
constant through entire development.

3.3 Initial assumptions

The following list contains the initial assumptions related to the immersive VR
environment usage in robotic teleoperation tasks:

1. The direct presence of the operator in a reconstructed immersive environment
with realistic scale would lead to better results in remote maintenance and
inspection operations.

2. VR would be a better choice for the teleoperation task than optical pass-
through augmented reality due to a larger field of view and immersion capa-
bilities of the hardware.
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3. Free movement around the operation area and real-time camera streams would
provide additional advantages in spatial awareness and obstacle detection to
the operator.

4. A spatial UI with hand tracking as the main input technology would be natural
and a stable enough solution for precise remote control of the robotic arm.

Those assumptions are used in the experiment design for the user test and reflected
in its results.

3.4 Overview of hardware and software

The main components of the teleoperation setup described in this work are presented
in Figure 15.

The entire system consists of two remote parts connected over the network:

• Remote operation side: the ROS with additional nodes for robot control, ob-
ject recognition and tracking, and camera feed streaming.

• Virtual reality side: Unity3D application with native OpenVR SDK support,
ROS interface layer, and Leap Motion integration for hand tracking.

On the remote operation side, JACO (named after Jacques Forest) robotic arm with
three fingers from Kinova Robotics was used. It is an assistive robotic manipulator
that can be used as an attachment to a wheelchair or table. There is an official ROS
package available from manufacturer as well as a C++ application programming
interface (API) and a bit of documentation for research purposes. The robotic arm
is connected to the desktop computer running Ubuntu Linux 15.04 operating system
and ROS Jade via USB port. The object recognition and tracking system consists
of Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360 point cloud camera with tabletop_object_detector
ROS package from Marius Muja and Vincent Rabaud [Rab13]. The detector is
configured to recognize, track, and publish the transform of a coke can and a garbage
bin.

A custom ROS package was developed during this project to provide means for
remote operation of the robotic arm from the immersive virtual environment. ROS
nodes inside that package can be classified as:
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Figure 15: Main components used in remote operation task.

• Control services - perform actions in direct response to the request from the
VR application (move the arm to the ready position, open fingers, retract arm,
emergency stop) and report back on completion.

• Information services - provide telemetry on request (torque, current, temper-
ature values for each joint).

• Control subscribers - constantly receive and apply control values to joints
without sending reporting back (cartesian velocity for the position, orientation,
and finger control).

• Information publishers - constantly publish information (camera frames, joints
and fingers angular state).
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That kind of differentiation comes from the architecture of the teleoperation system.
Some control actions like retracting the arm are discrete - they need to be performed
only once, and the system should wait until it is done. That sort of communication
fits very well in a client-server model. Real-time cartesian control actions are con-
tinuous - they do not require a response but need low latency, hence the usage of
the ROS subscribers and publishers.

The virtual reality part of the teleoperation setup consists of a VR-capable computer
connected to the same network and an HTC Vive headset with a Leap Motion hand
tracking sensor attached. Lighthouse tracking technology used in the Vive system
provides a robust room-scale tracked volume (up to 4x4 meters), and Leap Motion
is a non-intrusive natural input solution. The barrier of entry for new VR users has
never been lower - it is possible to just pick up the headset and enter the remote
real-scale room reconstruction, then walk freely inside it and interact with the robot
through the spatial user interface. The interaction engine from the Leap Motion
provides means for hand interaction and per-object physics simulation. At that
stage of the project development, it was the current beta release, finally allowing the
user to interact with physics-based objects naturally without additional abstraction
layers. For buttons on the virtual touchscreens, a UI module from Leap Motion was
used. Control signals from the UI were transmitted over the network to the ROS
layer via a modified ROSBridgeLib library for Unity by Michael Jenkin [Jen14].

3.5 Photogrammetry for environment reconstruction

Photogrammetry in virtual reality is one of the most powerful techniques which can
be used to build very realistic environments. It serves as a presence multiplier, even
more so if the person experiencing it was able to visit real-world location just a
few moments ago. During demo sessions, a real room with the robot (Figure 16) is
usually shown to the users before they have had a chance to try its virtual repre-
sentation. Many people immediately notice the similarity and report the feeling of
actually being in the room they have visited previously.

Photogrammetry is quite often used to recreate natural outdoors environments
[Fos16]. As a rule, things that are usually hard to model due to complex irreg-
ular shape like caves, rocks, trees, and nature, in general, can be captured and
reconstructed with photogrammetry quite easy [Fos15]. On the other hand, human-
made objects or modern indoor environments with a lot of reflective, uniform and
in general featureless surfaces are quite hard to capture and reconstruct [Fos16].
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Figure 16: Real-world location with Jaco arm, control and tracking systems in-
stalled.

In Figure 18 the result of many reconstruction attempts for the room environment
is presented. Despite all effort, featureless objects like plain white walls, ceiling,
reflective screens or desktop computer cases were not captured. On the other hand,
objects with a texture like boxes, table, chairs or floor were captured quite well and
looked real enough to provide the sense of presence.

For the room reconstruction, a Nikon D60 digital camera with a 35-70mm lens in
manual focus mode was used. Around two hundred photos were taken with consider-
able (up to 30%) overlap between adjacent shots. Better results were achieved with
the flash on, and ISO value was set to 200. Agisoft PhotoScan software (Figure 17)
was used for processing with the lens calibration performed before the photos were
taken. Mesh reconstruction process was completed in around two hours, unwanted
geometry and artifacts were removed in Blender 3D editor afterward.

One of the most important things during the photogrammetric reconstruction pro-
cess is to take the photos correctly [Bli16]. First, the camera should move in parallel
to the wall of the room, with enough overlap between shots. It means that the
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Figure 17: Environment reconstruction with Agisoft PhotoScan.

person who is taking the photos should face the wall, take a picture, and then make
a half-meter step to the left or the right, and then repeat the process. During the
filming process, multiple circles across the room were done that way, one for every
angle from the floor to the ceiling. After that, separate objects were captured by
orbiting them and taking shots from every possible angle. Since the camera is in
manual focus mode, it is essential to film from the fixed distance, in this case, it was
close to one meter. Objects close or further away will be out of focus and won’t con-
tribute to the point cloud creation later. All the photos were taken by hand without
tripod mounting. It is also critical to prevent focus breathing - focus distance should
stay constant during the entire process. Taping the lens focus adjustment ring can
be useful in that case.

With the final model imported into Unity engine, proper lighting and shadows are
going to be a vital touch to create the sense of presence and further connect the
operator with the real world environment (Figure 18).

3.6 Spatial user interface

The current generation of consumer virtual reality hardware enables new possibilities
previously available only in select laboratories with costly and complicated setups.
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Figure 18: Photogrammetric reconstruction of the real-world environment.

Every lab was different from the other, and software developed in it rarely found an
opportunity for further evolution. That situation was blocking overall progress in
the field since there were no universal solutions for quick deployment in the projects.
Every tool or application was highly customized and was not able to survive outside
the facilities where it was developed.

With the new position tracking systems, which are now available for a fracture of
the previous cost, raises the possibility for standardization. That kind of systems
can provide precise and consistent tracking in the large area and can cover the entire
room, from floor to ceiling (tracked space). User interfaces still need to adapt to
the resolution limitations, but some universal use cases can be found. In this work
addressed some questions related to remote control in large room-scale tracked space
with hand-based input.

Since VR is providing a desirable shift from 2D projection of 3D space on monitor
screen to a natural immersive 3D environment, a similar shift in UI paradigm is
required [Lea16]. The spatial user interface is a direct evolution of the previously
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screen-bound interfaces [LaV08, EI16]. Human beings are naturally spatial creatures
- for example, it is easier to remember and reconstruct a path from a sequence of
spaces that the user has been through, than to trace it on a flat map. Even actions
in the conventional operating system with monitor-based UI are perceived as a path
(go to control panel, then go to programs section). Users also can think about
graphical user interface (GUI) windows as spaces, containers or rooms.

Room-scale VR brings new challenges to the interface design and development. For
example, the use case shown in this work includes requirements for free movement
inside entire tracked volume. A user is encouraged to walk around the robot, lean
and crouch to get a better awareness of obstacles on the robot’s palm (end effector)
path. The interface should allow all of those actions without locking the user in
one place. It should be accessible, non-intrusive, and its spatial layout should be
modified on demand without much effort. In Figure 19 shown virtual interface
objects that were used to fulfill these requirements.

There are a couple of different UI object classes, including:

• External camera - used for filming inside the virtual environment. Picture
from that camera is later presented on the projector screen in the real world.

• Control cube - main interface object, used to control creation and destruction
of the other UI objects.

• Virtual touch screens - contains buttons for robot control, telemetry informa-
tion of camera streams.

• Arm control gizmos - represent conventional controls used in 3D modeling
software or game engines; include position, orientation, and scale controls.

To create an interface object metaphorical interaction (two-handed pinch and grab
gesture) was used [Lea16]. Although not entirely natural, that kind of interaction
became a de facto standard for virtual object creation and been used in many VR
experiences with hand input. Not only does it allow precise object placement in
space, but it also provides convenient orientation control in two degrees of freedom
while always facing the user. That gesture also works very well with the tracking
technology currently available - it is hard to trigger accidentally, and it is stable
during execution.

The control cube is selected for creation by default, so it is the first object that the
user can create to participate in a teleoperation task. To create something else the
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Figure 19: Spatial user interface objects: main control cube, external camera, virtual
touchscreens, and the precise robot arm control gizmos.

user can use toggle buttons on the control cube. After multiple interface objects
are created, their placement can be rearranged easily. All objects are designed to
provide instantly recognizable affordance - they have white handles that the user
can grab to move or rotate the object [Lea16]. For example, the user can create a
camera stream screen, place it behind the robot, then create and place the control
screen in front of the robot. That way the robot model and interface object will
be visible at the same time, and their spatial properties will be individual for every
user. Handle placement reflects usability testing with hand tracking technology -
wide-area objects like screens are more stable when grabbed on top or bottom, for
the cube or camera objects hand tracking stability is less of an issue due to their
smaller size.

Finally, control gizmos are a direct adaptation of screen-based interface concepts to
the hand-based spatial UI. Gizmos are triggered with the one-handed pinch gesture
and created at the pinch position in world space. That allows the user to create
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them in such position, so it is possible to observe multiple UI objects and the model
of the robot at the same time. Since Leap Motion sensor tracking requires a hand
to be in the sensor’s line of sight that interaction is natural and convenient [Lea16].
The line is created between the user’s finger and gizmo’s center, making a perfect
illustration of the coordinate system and a vector in 3D space. The coordinate
system that the UI object represents matches the coordinate system of the robot’s
end effector, while the vector direction and magnitude are directly mapped to the
end effector’s movement direction and speed. Rotation and scale gizmos employ a
snap mechanic, so the user can select the axis of rotation or couple of axis to scale
on - for two or three finger position control.

3.7 External camera for recording and real-time streaming

Virtual reality is no longer an isolating experience. With the HTC Vive VR headset
the user has access to the real world from the virtual environment thanks to the
built-in camera and desktop view provided by SteamVR runtime. To broaden this
connection between virtual and real worlds a two-sided external camera system was
implemented.

Consider the following situation: the operator controls the robot from the virtual
environment alongside with his colleagues in the real world. To give them the
ability to spectate, provide suggestions and feedback, a mirror view on large screen
or projector can be used. That mirror view usually displays information captured
from the first-person perspective. Spectators do not have any control over it, and the
picture is usually quite unstable since it inherits all the operator’s head movements.

One possible way to solve that usability problem is to provide a separate virtual cam-
era which can be moved by operator’s hand on demand as it is shown in Figure 20.
VR as a medium provides natural means for it - the operator can see the camera
object which looks naturally like a camera. The operator can move that camera
from place to place by grabbing it like usually done in real life and point it in the
desired direction. Unlike a real camera, the virtual representation is not affected
by gravity and does not require a stable mounting solution like a tripod. Like the
spatial UI, the external camera has the same handles which provide a natural and
obvious affordance for grabbing and holding. The operator can use the screen on the
back of the camera as a viewfinder which corresponds to the real-world experience
with photo and video cameras. A video, demonstrating this project teleoperation ca-
pability, was recorded from the external camera by the operator without assistance,
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Figure 20: Picture from the external camera being moved naturally by the user.

is presented in Appendix 2.

Another strong side of contemporary consumer-ready VR systems are tracked con-
trollers. A person alongside the operator in the operator’s tracked space can use
the controller to grab the camera and move it to show various points of interest.
That kind of setup was used during design review with the operator performing
remote robot control and one more person in the real world moving the camera to
show the operator’s actions on the projector screen to the audience, all in the same
room. That helps to erase the gap between virtual and real world and allows a large
group of people to participate in the virtual reality teleoperation activity without a
complicated hardware setup.
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3.8 Robotics, synchronization, and control

Synchronization between the real robot and its 3D model is an essential aspect of
VR teleoperation. By repeating all the movements of the real robot, its virtual rep-
resentation can provide an illusion of the real-time human-robot interaction. Precise
placement of the links and end effector relative to the environment is required to
achieve successful operation.

During the first stage of the project, usage of IK algorithms, especially FABRIK, was
considered [AL11, ACL16]. That option would allow simulating robot movement in
VR, and if the result is found satisfactory to perform the same movement in real
world afterward. One of the possible problems with this approach is synchronization
between two IK system (virtual and the one that the robot is using in its firmware).
There is no guarantee that the robot’s pose will match with the virtual model.

To avoid this problem a simpler solution was implemented. The control signal from
the VR environment is applied to the real robot directly, and the robot, in turn,
publishes its joints’ angular data. Angular values need to be synchronized for the
starting pose, and the control-feedback loop will do the rest. Recorded angular
values for the initial pose are presented in Appendix 4.

Virtual objects, representing the robotic hand, were arranged into a specific hierar-
chical structure in order to apply angular values. Joint sockets were used for angle
correction relative to the virtual world origin. That way it is possible for a virtual
joint object to have precisely the same angular value as the real joint, while the
angular offset is stored in the joint socket. The hierarchical structure is shown in
Appendix 5. For each joint in the control script the object and the axis of rotation
was specified, then the angular value reported by ROS in real time was used to
create a rotation around a specified axis.

During the implementation of continuous velocity controls two main concerns arose:
network latency and connection loss. The high latency problem can be avoided by
using a dedicated wireless or wired network, and velocity values were applied in
short bursts to stop the robot if the next value was not delivered on time.

3.9 User test cases and design

To test the initial assumptions on the completed VR robotic teleoperation system
and answer the research question, two distinct use cases, based on the most common
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Figure 21: "Clean room" environment with predefined spatial pattern for UI.

tasks for telerobotics, were selected:

• Remote inspection - operator controls the robotic arm (with web camera at-
tached to it) to read two control values from the monitors on the table.

• Remote maintenance - operator controls the robotic arm to pick up a coke can
from the table and throw it into the garbage bin.

Both use cases rely on each other and employ a similar skill set from the operator.
In fact, the remote inspection use case is more accessible and when performed first-
hand before remote maintenance can be seen as an introduction or tutorial for VR
teleoperation.

In the experiments for each use case three RGB camera streams were available: one
from the first Kinect sensor looking directly at the table and the floor in front of the
robot, second stream from web camera, attached to the robot’s end effector, and
the third one from the second Kinect sensor, looking at the table and the floor from
the top position.

One important concept to test against was so-called "clean room" mode (Figure 21).
In this particular situation, the reconstructed environment and the synchronized
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model of the robot were switched off, leaving only featureless white walls and the
spatial UI available for the operator. That mode can simulate a typical teleoperation
scenario (telemetry and video feed on wall-mounted screens) and help to evaluate
the impact of the immersive reconstructed environment on the teleoperation process.

During user test, the participants were asked to perform two sets of similar tasks
based on the use cases listed above. First, in the "clean room" mode, the test partici-
pant should perform the remote inspection task, followed by the remote maintenance
task. After that, the participant is immediately asked to fill the usability question-
naire [Bro95] (Appendix 7). Next, the participant is asked to perform the same two
tasks in the presence of the reconstructed environment and the synchronized models
of the robot, cola can, and the garbage bin. After that, the participant should fill the
questionnaire again. The control values are randomized for each remote inspection
task, as well as their placement and the order in which the test participant should
read them. The time of completion is recorded for each task, as well as the progress
flags (has the control value been read correctly, has the cola can been reached, picked
up, and if it was dropped inside the garbage bin). Additional information about the
participant is recorded, such as an age, gender, previous experience with the VR
and robotic systems. Video footage from the virtual environments is recorded as
well. Video compilation of the conducted user test is presented in Appendix 8.

3.10 Results and conclusion

Eight volunteers participated in the user test (5 males and 3 females). The partici-
pants were aged 29-45 (average 37,5) years. From 8 test participants 6 have previous
experience with both VR and robotic systems, 1 had the experience only with VR,
and 1 had no experience with either VR or robotic systems. One of the participants
was wearing glasses under the HMD.

In the Table 1 presented the result of the system usability evaluation, which answers
the research question. As it seen from the table, on average, test participants found
the system with the immersive reconstructed environment 25% more usable than
the "clean room" variant. All the participants reported positive change, varying
from 3,13% to 82,35%.

Task success rate is presented in the Table 2. It was computed as follows: remote
inspection task had two equal weight completion flags related to each control value
(read right, read wrong or unread). For example, if test participant had read the
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Test subject System usability
№ Task 1 & 2 Task 3 & 4 Relative change, %
1 80 82.5 3.13
2 47.5 57.5 21.05
3 70 85 21.43
4 40 70 75.00
5 30 37.5 25.00
6 42.5 77.5 82.35
7 77.5 85 9.68
8 82.5 92.5 12.12

Average 58.75 73.44 25.00

Table 1: System usability estimation and relative change

Test subject Task success rate, %
№ Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4
1 100 100 100 100
2 50 100 100 100
3 100 100 100 100
4 100 100 100 100
5 100 33 100 100
6 100 100 100 100
7 100 66 100 100
8 100 100 100 100

Average 93.75 87.38 100 100

Table 2: Task success rate

first control value right, but read the second control value wrong or was not able
to read it at all, then task success rate will be set to 50%. That was the case
with the participant number 2 during Task 1. Similarly, remote maintenance task
will have three equal weight completion flags (cola can reached, picked up, dropped
in the garbage bin). According to this, if the test participant was able to move
robot’s end effector close to the cola can, but was not able to pick it up and throw
into the garbage bin, the success rate of the task would be only 33% (participant 5
during Task 2). Overall, the Table 2 shows that the introduction of the immersive
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Test subject Task duration, s
№ Task 1 & 2 Task 3 & 4 Relative change, %
1 701 415 -40.80
2 1370 718 -47.59
3 483 410 -15.11
4 386 241 -37.56
5 693 756 9.09
6 1038 879 -15.32
7 663 339 -48.87
8 954 338 -64.57

Average 786.00 512.00 -34.86

Table 3: Task duration measurements and relative change

reconstructed environment brings average task success up to 100%, while it stays at
93,75% and 87,38% for the Task 1 and Task 2 in the "clean room" mode.

Finally, Table 3 shows the relative change between the pairs of tasks. Task 1 and
Task 2 are performed in the "clean room" mode, while Task 3 and 4 are performed
in the presence of immersive reconstructed environment. As it can be seen from the
table, Task 3 and 4 on average take 34,86% less time to complete.

3.10.1 Remote inspection

The remote inspection case in "clean room" mode with video streams from three
cameras and spatial UI placed in common multi-display grid formation shows that it
is possible to control the robot arm and build an understanding of its surroundings.
Still, the fixed camera provides a small amount of information about environment
due to the FOV limitation, and the mobile camera fixed to the robotic arm has
the same problem. The operator is forced to perform environment reconstruction
in his mind based on memory and partial images. There is a limited amount of
depth cues, and it is hard to get a sense of scale. The mobile camera can not see
the obstacles outside its FOV, and the fixed camera can only see a small amount
of them. It is also easy to leave the camera frustum entirely. The operator is also
forced to perform coordinate system conversions between joystick and robot frames
of reference based on camera streams. It is a natural task for the majority of people
nowadays thanks to 3D modeling software or computer games, but it is still not
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Test subject Task duration, s
№ Task 1 Task 3 Relative change, %
1 464 177 -61.85
2 525 285 -45.71
3 219 127 -42.01
4 142 129 -9.15
5 285 303 6.32
6 645 394 -38.91
7 279 134 -51.97
8 610 224 -63.28

Average 396.13 221.63 -44.05

Table 4: Remote inspection task duration measurements and relative change

as natural as the everyday object manipulation in the real world. The significant
distance between the remote robot and the operator is perceived.

On the other hand, an immersive reconstructed environment can make that distance
smaller by bringing the synchronized model of the robot within the operator hand’s
reach. In that case, the operator receives all the depth and scale cues naturally.
At all times the operator has the full 3D model of the environment and the robot
with proper relative placement and scale. There is no need for coordinate system
conversion since both controls and the end effector are in the same frame of reference
now. All the obstacles and constraints in robot’s path are shown at all times. To get
closer to the objects, the operator can just lean forward. To get a better view from
a specific direction, the operator can just walk around the robot naturally. To get
a real-time picture of some part of the environment, the operator can first turn the
robotic arm in the desired direction using only environmental reconstruction and
look at the camera stream afterward.

Duration of the remote inspection tasks is presented it the Table 4. As it is evident
from the table, Task 3, performed from the immersive reconstructed environment,
on average taken 44,05% less time to complete than Task 1, performed from the
"clean room". That trend is consistent among 7 of the test participants, with the
participant number 5 being the outlier (but only by 6,32%).

One of the interesting points being found during this test is that placing the spatial
UI by hand at the start of the scenario helps to further anchor operator in 3D space.
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A manually modified spatial UI pattern will be unique for each user and therefore
will better reflect personal preferences and properties like height, hand’s reach and
comfortable viewing distance than the predefined UI pattern in the "clean room".

3.10.2 Remote maintenance

After the remote inspection case, maintenance operations were tested in the same
way. At first, a "clean room" variant highlighted the same issues related to camera
FOV and placement. A small difference was in the task requirement: picking up
the coke can from the table requires more precision in controls and a better un-
derstanding of transformations between coordinate systems needed to achieve the
desired result. There is no place for experimentation since a wrong control signal
will affect the target immediately. Three camera streams from different angles are
still unable to provide full information about the relative placement between an end
effector and the target. That situation can be found dangerous in critical tasks and
subject to errors from the operator side.

An immersive environment provides the operator with the ability to estimate the
distance between the target and end effector naturally during the entire process. As
to input, with the synchronized model of the robot being shown at all time, control’s
frame of reference is the same as the one of the robotic arm. Whatever the operator’s
position in space relative to the robot there won’t be a need for coordinate system
conversion - movement vector in position control mode will be showing end effector
direction, and rotation gizmo will match with orientation of the end effector. Users
being introduced to the system for the first time were able to complete a task despite
unfamiliar spatial control concepts and low exposure to VR technology in general.

Duration of the remote maintenance tasks is presented it the Table 5. This time,
Task 4, performed from the immersive reconstructed environment, on average takes
25,52% less time to complete than Task 2, performed from the "clean room". There
is no consistent trend among the test participants, which can be explained by the
complexity of the task. Participants number 2, 4, 7 and 8 completed Task 4 faster
than Task 2, while participants number 3, 5 and six were faster in during Task 2.
Participant number 1 spent an equal amount of time in both tasks.
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Test subject Task duration, s
№ Task 2 Task 4 Relative change, %
1 237 238 0.42
2 845 433 -48.76
3 264 283 7.20
4 244 112 -54.10
5 408 453 11.03
6 393 485 23.41
7 384 205 -46.61
8 344 114 -66.86

Average 389.88 290.38 -25.52

Table 5: Remote maintenance task duration measurements and relative change

4 Conclusion

In the course of this thesis project, two problems commonly faced in virtual and
augmented reality fields were addressed.

The first part of the report covers optical see-through augmented reality glasses
calibration task. Computer vision algorithms for marker tracking were used to cal-
culate transforms between tracking camera and user’s eyes. Those transforms were
later recorded into a calibration profile, which in turn can be used by other applica-
tions. The specification of the marker, as well as additional steps needed to perform
calibration of the Epson BT-2000 glasses, were described in detail. Finally, the cal-
ibration process from the user’s perspective was presented. Performed calibration
allows Epson BT-2000 glasses to be successfully used for viewing spatial 3D content.

The second part of the report is dedicated to the virtual reality teleoperation prob-
lem. The report covers all the parts of the teleoperation system implementation
from the initial concepts to the final demonstration. Initial assumptions about task
importance and usability are presented, as well as an insight into project develop-
ment in the quickly changing VR field. Changes in software and hardware com-
ponents during development are recorded. Additionally, topics of photogrammetric
reconstruction, spatial UI, and linking virtual and real world were discussed. The
implemented system was successfully tested in two simple tasks that simulate remote
inspection and maintenance scenarios, and later demonstrated at VR laboratory as
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proof of concept project.

During system demonstrations and testing by the users with different level of expo-
sure to VR and hand tracking technology the following points were observed:

• In the remote inspection case it is easier and feels more natural to move the
robot arm because the reconstructed environment is used as a reference at all
times.

• In the remote maintenance case reconstructed environment used as a refer-
ence only on the first part of the task. To grab the target object, the user
needs to use the camera stream since target tracking is not possible due to
occlusion. Teleoperation process can benefit from more sophisticated target
tracking system.

• One of the problems during interaction with the system was hand tracking -
people usually perform operations on virtual objects like in real life, without
considering tracking sensor limitation. That situation is usually leading to
poor tracking.

• Some users unfamiliar with VR, in general, were demonstrating problems with
depth perception (hand to UI distance) and was not using the tracked space
fully.

Despite the issues described above most of the users were able to complete tele-
operation task. The testing process showed that the implemented system allows
controlling the robot remotely and successfully perform the required actions. Ad-
ditionally, ongoing research in VR-enabled editors (Unreal, Unity, Maya) further
strengthens the assumption about the viability of immersive VR environments for
remote operation and content creation.

5 Future work

AR and VR technologies have a lot of potential in industrial applications, inspection,
maintenance, and manufacturing. AR can extend perceptive capabilities and provide
support in decision-making, navigation, and education in a natural and accessible
way. While AR technology in recent years still felt very limited, the appearance of
devices like Microsoft Hololens and Meta 2 glasses, as well as inside-out tracking
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Figure 22: "Enter the reactor" concept mock-up.

technology used in the Tango project from Google, one can be quite confident that
AR is here to stay. Hardware calibration will not be an issue soon as manufacturers
are starting to provide it as an out-off- the-box feature, not only for tracking but
also for recording, streaming and hand input.

VR field on the other hand as enabling technology already achieved its first goals re-
garding the quality of experiences, and in next few years progress is expected mostly
in performance (resolution, FOV, eye tracking and foveated rendering). Recent con-
sumer VR is also showing great potential in the creative sphere with multiple users
inside shared environments. Applications like Tilt Brush [Goo15] with its ability to
scale the world around the user and quickly paint in 3D with tracked controllers,
or Kingspray [Inf16] which allows multiple users to be in the same environment in
real-time and collaborate during graffiti painting can serve as direct inspiration for
future work on VR teleoperation. Allowing multiple users to control multiple robots
at the same time or in consecutive sessions, creating the ability to paint trajectories,
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mark obstacles or point targets, leave spatial notes, quickly modify the environment
to reflect changes, and to place additional objects by hand can be seen as further
extensions of the VR teleoperation project.

As the company Valve begins to license its Lighthouse tracking technology to third
parties and hobbyist developers, it will be possible to update the correction system
in the IMU from an accelerometer/magnetometer-based one to an optical solution
with photodiodes or even use the recently announced tracking puck from HTC to
implement continuous locomotion system. That kind of development will allow the
user to travel a large distance quite naturally as initial acceleration will be fully
perceived, which in return will reduce motion sickness.

Real-time environment reconstruction with SLAM algorithms [WS05] can be another
research direction to improve the project. This will allow the operator to receive
up-to-date environmental reconstructions, to rebuild environment on demand or
automatically as a reaction to changes, or even get an initial reconstruction when it
is not possible to do it beforehand. Some hazardous environments can benefit from
this since the operator can have an ability to virtually visit the place which is not
possible to access otherwise. Real-time reconstruction of critical operation areas in
combination with 3D modeling can be a key to the remote maintenance of the large
industrial installations (Figure 22).

The power of VR lies in its ability to transport the user into the new environment,
entirely fictional or realistically reconstructed. More than that, VR can give the
user a new body or additional artificial limbs. The concept of robotic tele-existence
is known for a long time [TMFF12], and VR technology is one its fundamental parts
[Tac16]. One of the possibilities for future work is the usage of the tele-existence
concept for remote inspection and maintenance operations in remote or hazardous
environments (nuclear fusion reactor maintenance). Possible areas of research, in
that case, can include interaction design, environment reconstruction for maximizing
spatial awareness and study of perception in non-humanoid robot tele-existence.
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Appendix 1. Calibration profile for augmented real-

ity glasses

Calibration profile created by the application contains camera transform (camera-eye
rotation and translation offset) for the two calibration distances. The distance of the
physical tracking camera to the marker is compared to the near-far distance range
on every frame. Interpolation between near and far recorded transforms performed
only if distance falls in near-far range, otherwise near or far transform being applied
to the virtual camera directly.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<ARCameraTransform xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-

instance" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

<NearDistance>1</NearDistance>

<FarDistance>2</FarDistance>

<NearPosition>

<x>0.0120339245</x>

<y>0.100549109</y>

<z>-0.08325741</z>

</NearPosition>

<NearRotation>

<x>0.07194682</x>

<y>0.01158448</y>

<z>0.00161211775</z>

<w>0.9978206</w>

<eulerAngles>

<x>8.244936</x>

<y>1.35068417</y>

<z>0.282493562</z>

</eulerAngles>

</NearRotation>

<FarPosition>

<x>0.023971064</x>

<y>-0.0104774637</y>

<z>-0.14564997</z>

</FarPosition>

<FarRotation>



<x>0.103001326</x>

<y>0.0176533777</y>

<z>-0.00129328633</z>

<w>0.9951643</w>

<eulerAngles>

<x>11.8172722</x>

<y>2.03897357</y>

<z>0.06212036</z>

</eulerAngles>

</FarRotation>

<Scale>

<x>1</x>

<y>1</y>

<z>1</z>

</Scale>

</ARCameraTransform>



Appendix 2. Shell script for automated launch of

communication, tracking, and control systems

This shell script contains launch sequence for robotic arm control on the Linux-
based computer. Launch order should be maintained at all times as well as delays
to make sure that the previous process had enough time to launch and initialize.
Some manual actions still required: rqt_reconfigure package need to be configured
after each launch, and robotic arm itself requires manual finger initialization process
with home_fingers_server from the kinova_jaco_arm package.

#! /bin/bash

gnome-terminal --title="ROS Core process" -e "roscore"

sleep 5

gnome-terminal --title="ROS network server" -e "roslaunch

rosbridge_server rosbridge_websocket.launch"

sleep 5

gnome-terminal --title="ROS Kinova arm node" -e "roslaunch

kinova_jaco_arm jaco_arm.launch"

sleep 5

gnome-terminal --title="ROS Kinect node" -e "roslaunch openni_launch

openni.launch"

sleep 5

gnome-terminal --title="RViz" -e "rosrun rviz rviz" #Change

PointCloud2 topic to /camera/depth_registered/points, set Color

Transformer to RGB8

gnome-terminal --title="RQT" -e "rosrun rqt_reconfigure

rqt_reconfigure" #Select /camera/driver from the drop-down menu.

Enable the depth_registration checkbox

#OrkTable, topic /table_array

#sleep 5



#gnome-terminal --title="Surface detector" -e "rosrun

object_recognition_core detection -c ‘rospack find

object_recognition_tabletop‘/conf/detection.table.ros.ork"

#OrkObject, topic /recognized_object_array

sleep 5

gnome-terminal --title="Object detector" -e ’bash -c "source /opt/ros

/jade/setup.bash && rosrun object_recognition_core detection -c ‘

rospack find object_recognition_tabletop‘/conf/detection.object.

ros.ork"’



Appendix 3. Launch file for the JACO robotic arm

control package

This launch file contains all nodes that were developed during the teleoperation
project. Nodes are classified accordingly to their function: services will provide bi-
nary respond to the request from the remote VR process after requested action was
completed, control subscribers will wait for the signal from VR process and react
immediately without sending the response, information services will publish teleme-
try in reply to the VR process request, and information publishers will continuously
publish data without request from VR process.

<launch>

<group ns="control_services">

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="home_arm_server"

type="home_arm_server" args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="home_fingers_server"

type="home_fingers_server" args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="init_fingers_server"

type="init_fingers_server" args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="retract_arm_server"

type="retract_arm_server" args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

retract_fingers_server" type="

retract_fingers_server" args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

emergency_stop_server" type="emergency_stop_server"

args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

joint_angular_control_server" type="

joint_angular_control_server" args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

joints_angular_control_server" type="

joints_angular_control_server" args=""/>



<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

finger_angular_control_server" type="

finger_angular_control_server" args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

fingers_angular_control_server" type="

fingers_angular_control_server" args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

cartesian_control_server" type="

cartesian_control_server" args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

cartesian_velocity_control_server" type="

cartesian_velocity_control_server" args=""/>

</group>

<group ns="control_subscribers">

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

cartesian_velocity_position_control_subscriber"

type="

cartesian_velocity_position_control_subscriber"

args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

cartesian_velocity_orientation_control_subscriber"

type="

cartesian_velocity_orientation_control_subscriber"

args=""/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

cartesian_velocity_fingers_control_subscriber" type

="cartesian_velocity_fingers_control_subscriber"

args=""/>

</group>

<group ns="info_services">



<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="camera_frame_server"

type="camera_frame_server" args="/webcam/image"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="current_server" type

="current_server" args="/jaco_arm/current"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="torque_server" type=

"torque_server" args="/jaco_arm/torque"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="temperature_server"

type="temperature_server" args="/jaco_arm/

temperature"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

joints_angular_info_server" type="

joints_angular_info_server" args="/jaco_arm/joints/

angular_info"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

fingers_angular_info_server" type="

fingers_angular_info_server" args="/jaco_arm/

fingers/angular_info"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

joints_cartesian_info_server" type="

joints_cartesian_info_server" args="/jaco_arm/

joints/cartesian_info"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

fingers_cartesian_info_server" type="

fingers_cartesian_info_server" args="/jaco_arm/

fingers/cartesian_info"/>

</group>

<group ns="info_publishers">

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

camera_frame_publisher" type="

camera_frame_publisher" args="/webcam/image 0 10"/>



<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="current_publisher"

type="current_publisher" args="/jaco_arm/current 1"

/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="torque_publisher"

type="torque_publisher" args="/jaco_arm/torque 1"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

temperature_publisher" type="temperature_publisher"

args="/jaco_arm/temperature 1"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

joints_cartesian_info_publisher" type="

joints_cartesian_info_publisher" args="/jaco_arm/

joints/cartesian_info 30"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

fingers_cartesian_info_publisher" type="

fingers_cartesian_info_publisher" args="/jaco_arm/

fingers/cartesian_info 30"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

joints_angular_info_publisher" type="

joints_angular_info_publisher" args="/jaco_arm/

joints/angular_info 30"/>

<node pkg="kinova_jaco_arm" name="

fingers_angular_info_publisher" type="

fingers_angular_info_publisher" args="/jaco_arm/

fingers/angular_info 30"/>

</group>

</launch>



Appendix 4. Pose recordings of retracted robotic

arm for initial pose synchronization

Angular command and position values recorded from robotic arm’s initial pose.
These values were later applied to joint hierarchy on Unity side to ensure that real
and virtual robots are correctly synchronized.

Actuator Command angle, ° Position angle, °
Actuator 1 270.011 270.185
Actuator 2 149.983 150.087
Actuator 3 27.0059 26.8803
Actuator 4 268 267.817
Actuator 5 5.02906 5.17329
Actuator 6 100 99.8926

Table 6: Joint angular recordings for the retracted arm.

Finger Command value Position value
Finger 1 5406 5406
Finger 2 5400 5400
Finger 3 5400 5400

Table 7: Finger position recordings for the retracted arm.



Appendix 5. Hierarchical structure for the virtual

robot hand objects

Figure 23: Hierarchical structure used for joint synchronization.



Appendix 6. Video demonstration of immersive tele-

operation

Virtual reality teleoperation video recorded from the external camera by the operator
without assistance. Full teleoperation process is demonstrated from the spatial UI
creation, placement, and different robotic arm controls usage to the completion of
the simple task (picking up the can from the table and throwing it away).

https://youtu.be/ifnodhVYcfU


var ocgs=host.getOCGs(host.pageNum);for(var i=0;i<ocgs.length;i++){if(ocgs[i].name=='MediaPlayButton0'){ocgs[i].state=false;}}



Appendix 7. Questionnaire for system usability eval-

uation



Appendix 8. User test highlights

Compilation of the video footage recorded during the user test. In this video three
participants with the different levels of experience with VR and robotic teleoperation
systems (beginner, intermediate, advanced) are performing remote inspection and
maintenance tasks.

https://youtu.be/rMjt_46Xnf8


var ocgs=host.getOCGs(host.pageNum);for(var i=0;i<ocgs.length;i++){if(ocgs[i].name=='MediaPlayButton1'){ocgs[i].state=false;}}
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